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VALVE OPENING/CLOSING TIMING 
CONTROL APPARATUS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a valve opening/closing 
timing control apparatus for controlling opening/closing tim 
ing of at least one of an intake valve and an exhaust valve of 
an internal combustion engine. 

BACKGROUND ART 

The convention has implemented a valve timing control 
apparatus for changing opening/closing timing of an intake 
valve and/or an exhaust valve according to an operational 
condition of an internal combustion engine (“engine”). For 
instance, there is knoWn a mechanism for changing the open 
ing/closing timing of the intake valve Which is opened/ closed 
in association With rotation of a cam shaft, by changing a 
rotational phase of the cam shaft relative to a crank shaft. 
Incidentally, the intake valve and the exhaust valve each has 
its oWn timing favorable for starting the engine. And, this 
opening/closing timing often differs from the opening/clos 
ing timing of the same valve during traveling of the vehicle. 
More particularly, the rotational phase of the cam shaft at the 
time of start of engine is often located at an intermediate 
position betWeen the angle advancing side and the angle 
retarding side. For mechanically ?xing this position as an 
intermediate locking phase suitable for engine start, there is 
knoWn a variable valve timing mechanism having a locking 
mechanism for locking the rotational phase of the cam shaft at 
the intermediate locking phase (see. e. g. Patent Document 1). 
With this variable valve timing mechanism, after the engine 
starts at the intermediate locking phase and subsequently 
enters its operational state and When the hydraulic pressure 
builds up thereafter, the locking mechanism is released, thus 
alloWing phase control suitable for the operational state. 

Further, in order to ensure change, at the time of engine 
start, from the retarding phase side to the intermediate locking 
phase side (intermediate locking position) that is the relative 
phase suitable for engine start, a valve timing adjusting appa 
ratus is knoWn that has an (angle) advance assisting spring for 
assisting the phase displacement toWard the advancing side 
(see eg Patent Document 2). With this valve timing adjusting 
apparatus, the range of urging phase of the advance assisting 
spring is set to the sum of the intermediate locking phase and 
10 degrees, as measured from the maximal retarding phase. 
With this arrangement, even in the event of drop in the 
hydraulic pressure at the time of stop of the engine, the 
relative phase Will have been displaced to the position beyond 
the intermediate locking phase, due to the urging force of the 
advance assisting spring, and at the time of start of the engine, 
by a cam reaction force, the relative phase Will be displaced 
toWard the retarding side, against the urging force of the 
advance assisting spring and the relative phase Will be locked 
eventually at the intermediate locking position. 

With the above-described valve opening/closing timing 
control technique according to Patent Document 2, at the time 
of stop of the engine, With utiliZation of the urging force of the 
advance assisting spring, the relative phase betWeen the crank 
shaft and the cam shaft is displaced to a phase slightly beyond 
the intermediate locking phase; Whereas, at the time of the 
start of the engine, the relative phase of the cam shaft is locked 
to the intermediate locking phase by means of the cam reac 
tion force, and the force resulting from eg viscosity of oil, 
effective in the retarding direction, thus improving the start 
performance of the engine. HoWever, once the engine has 
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2 
started, it is desired that the phase shouldbe displaced slightly 
from the intermediate locking phase to the retarding side in 
order to improve emission performance and/ or increase the 
torque at the time of loW temperature. In the course of this 
displacement from the intermediate locking phase toWard the 
retarding side, the urging force of the advance assisting spring 
acts as “resistance”, thus preventing this displacement pro 
cess from proceeding smoothly. 

Further, for realiZing speedy displacement of the relative 
phase from the retarding side to the intermediate locking 
phase, it is desired that the urging force of the advance assist 
ing spring be strong. HoWever, if the cam reaction force, and 
the force resulting from eg viscosity of oil, effective in the 
retarding direction, are Weak, the displacement from the inter 
mediate lock position to the retarding side needs to rely on the 
control oil pressure in overcoming the resistive urging force 
of the advance assisting spring. For this reason, it is needed to 
set in advance the strength of the advance assisting spring 
such that the control operation to the retarding side is possible 
even With the minimal oil pressure. 
Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent No. 3211713 (e.g. para 

graphs 36-57) 
Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application “Kokai” No. 

2002-227621 (e.g. paragraphs 50-59). 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

In vieW of the above-described draWbacks of the conven 
tional valve opening/closing timing control techniques, the 
object of the present invention is to provide a valve opening/ 
closing timing control apparatus Which alloWs smooth slight 
displacement from the intermediate locking phase suitable 
for engine start toWard the retarding side, thus achieving 
emission performance improvement and torque increase. 

For accomplishing the above-noted object, a valve open 
ing/closing timing control apparatus according to the present 
invention, comprises: 

a phase displacing mechanism for displacing relative phase 
betWeen a drive-side rotational member rotatable in syn 
chronism With a crank shaft of an internal combustion 
engine and a driven-side rotational member arranged 
coaxially relative to the drive-side rotational member 
and rotatable in unison With a cam shaft for opening/ 
closing at least one of an intake valve and an exhaust 
valve of the internal combustion engine, by feeding/ 
discharging a Work ?uid to/ from each one of tWo kinds 
of pressure chambers Whose capacities are variable in 
complementing manner With each other by means of a 
movable partition; 

a locking mechanism capable of locking saidrelative phase 
to an intermediate locking phase suitable for starting the 
internal combustion engine and releasing this lock by a 
Work ?uid When needed; and 

an urging mechanism con?gured to provide an urging 
function for urging said phase displacing mechanism 
toWard an advancing side in a restricted range betWeen 
an intermediate restricting phase located more on the 
retarding side than said intermediate locking phase and 
a most retarding phase. 

Normally, an internal combustion engine (“engine”) is 
stopped during its idling state. So, the relative phase provided 
by the phase displacing mechanism is in a retarding region in 
this situation. With the present invention, if engine stop is 
requested in the retarding region, this relative phase is speed 
ily shifted to the intermediate restricting phase by a displac 
ing force due to the urging force toWard the advancing side 
generated by the urging mechanism and the Work ?uid fed to 
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the phase displacing mechanism. Thereafter, under the effect 
of the displacing force provided by the Work ?uid, the relative 
phase reaches the intermediate locking phase and then 
becomes locked thereto by the locking mechanism. There 
fore, the engine can be restarted at the intermediate locking 
phase suitable for engine start. Further, at this intermediate 
locking phase, if the Work ?uid is controlled to release the 
lock by the locking mechanism thereby to alloW displacement 
of the phase displacing mechanism toWard the retarding side, 
the relative phase Will be displaced toWard the retarding side 
due to the displacing force of the Work ?uid and the cam 
reaction force. When the relative position being displaced 
reaches the intermediate restricting phase suitable for emis 
sion improvement and torque increase after start of the 
engine, the urging force provided by the urging mechanism 
acts as a resistance to inhibit the relative phase from being 
displaced further toWard the retarding phase side beyond the 
intermediate restricted position. With these functions, 
according to the valve opening/closing timing control appa 
ratus of the present invention, the engine can be started at the 
intermediate locking phase suitable for engine start. Once the 
engine has started, the phase can be smoothly shifted from 
this intermediate locking phase to the intermediate restricting 
phase for enabling emission improvement and torque 
increase. Incidentally, although the above-described interme 
diate restricting phase is a phase on the retarding phase side 
relative to the intermediate locking phase, this intermediate 
restricting phase yet satis?es the requirement of enabling 
engine start. 

The above-described emission improvement and torque 
increase at the time of loW temperature are especially impor 
tant as operations after engine start. For this reason, according 
to one preferred embodiment of the present invention, upon 
lapse of a predetermined period, e. g. upon lapse of a feW tens 
of seconds, subsequent to the start of the internal combustion 
engine at said intermediate locking phase, said relative phase 
is displaced to said intermediate restricting phase. This 
arrangement alloWs for smooth and automatic implementa 
tion of the displacement of the relative phase, requested upon 
lapse of the predetermined period, from the intermediate 
locking phase suitable for engine start to the intermediate 
restricting phase suitable for torque increase under loW tem 
perature condition and emission improvement. 

According to one preferred mode of implementing said 
locking mechanism, this locking mechanism includes: 

a ?rst locking piece and a second locking piece Which are 
provided on one of said drive-side rotational member 
and said driven-side rotational member in a spaced apart 
relationship in the phase displacing direction; 

a retaining recess provided in the other rotational member 
for alloWing insertion therein of said ?rst locking piece 
and said second locking piece so as to lock said relative 
phase; and 

a restriction assisting retaining recess having opposed ends 
and having a shalloWer depth than said retaining recess 
at an advancing side end thereof and con?gured for 
alloWing relative displacement of said ?rst locking piece 
in the retarding direction in a region from said interme 
diate locking phase to said intermediate restricting 
phase. 

With the above-described arrangement, When the phase is 
to be displaced from the intermediate locking phase With both 
the ?rst locking piece and the second locking piece inserted in 
the retaining recess to the intermediate restricting phase, ?rst, 
the Work ?uid is fed to the locking mechanism so as to elevate 
the ?rst locking piece and the second locking piece to the level 
of the depth of the restriction assisting retaining recess, 
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4 
Whereby the lock is released. Then, the further phase dis 
placement toWard the intermediate restricting phase after the 
release of lock is restricted as the ?rst locking piece comes 
into contact With the terminal end of the restriction assisting 
retaining recess. The stopper function provided by this coop 
eration betWeen the ?rst locking piece and the restriction 
assisting retaining recess and the above-described stopper 
function provided by the urging mechanism together alloW 
for stable retention of the intermediate restricting phase. 

According to one preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the inventive apparatus further comprises: 

a ?rst pump driven by said internal combustion engine for 
feeding Work ?uid to said phase displacing mechanism; 

a second pump driven by a drive source different from said 
internal combustion engine for feeding Work ?uid to said 
phase displacing mechanism; and 

Wherein a minimal urging force of said urging mechanism 
betWeen said intermediate restricting phase and the mo st 
retarding phase is set so as to override the displacing 
force toWard the retarding phase side provided by said 
phase displacing mechanism fed With the Work ?uid at a 
minimal pressure from said ?rst pump. 

If a second pump that can act, When needed, as a substitute 
for the ?rst pump is provided as described above, it is possible 
for the second pump to compensate for any shortage in pres 
sure Which occurs in the Work ?uid provided by the ?rst pump 
in association With engine stop. Therefore, unlike the conven 
tional apparatus disclosed in Patent Document 1 described 
above, there is no need to set the urging force of the urging 
mechanism to override the displacing force in the retarding 
direction by the minimal-pres sure Work ?uid provided by the 
?rst pump. With this arrangement, the returning from the 
retarding phase region to the intermediate restricting phase 
can take place in a speedy manner. Further, preferably, in 
order to realiZe more reliable retarding control, the second 
pump is activated if the relative phase is to be displaced in the 
retarding direction beyond said intermediate restricting phase 
When the Work ?uid fed by the ?rst pump is at the minimal 
pressure. 

According to a still further arrangement, in case said rela 
tive phase is off said intermediate locking phase region at the 
time of issuance of request for stopping the internal combus 
tion engine, said second pump is activated during a period 
from the issuance of the engine stop request to detection of 
stop of the engine, so as to assist the operation for returning 
the relative phase to the intermediate locking phase. When the 
internal combustion engine is stopped, the ?rst pump too is 
stopped. With this, the pressure of the Work ?uid provided by 
the ?rst pump Will be lost. HoWever, this loss is compensated 
for by the pres sure of Work ?uid provided by the second pump 
that is driven by a different poWer source than the engine. 
Therefore, When the engine is stopped at an retarded phase, 
there is provided an increased displacing force together With 
the urging force of the urging mechanism from the retarding 
phase region to the intermediate locking phase, so that the 
returning to the intermediate locking phase is effected speed 
ily. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a cutaWay section vieW shoWing a general con 
struction of a valve opening/closing timing control apparatus 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a section II-II in FIG. 1 under one operational 
condition of the valve opening/closing timing control appa 
ratus. 
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FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the valve opening/closing 
timing control apparatus at a most retarding phase. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing the valve opening/closing 
timing control apparatus at an intermediate restricting phase. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the valve opening/closing 
timing control apparatus at an intermediate locking phase. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing the valve opening/closing 
timing control apparatus at a most advancing phase. 

FIG. 7 is an explanatory view illustrating spring character 
istics of a torsion spring. 

FIG. 8 is a ?owchart of a starting control. 
FIG. 9 is a ?owchart of a stopping control. 

BEST MODE OF EMBODYING THE 
INVENTION 

Next, one embodiment of the present invention will be 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 
1 is a section view schematically showing the construction of 
a valve opening/closing timing control apparatus according 
to the present invention. FIG. 2 is a section view taken along 
a line II-II in FIG. 1, as a plane view schematically showing a 
condition of a phase displacing mechanism under one opera 
tional state. Numeral 1 in the ?gures denotes the phase dis 
placing mechanism. This phase displacing mechanism 1 
includes a drive-side rotational member 12 rotatable in syn 
chronism with an internal combustion engine (“engine”) and 
a driven-side rotational member 11 arranged coaxially with 
the drive-side rotational member 12. In the instant embodi 
ment, there is illustrated an exemplary arrangement of the 
driven-side rotational member 11 being disposed on the inner 
side of the drive-side rotational member 12. And, the drive 
side rotational member 12 is provided in the exemplary form 
of a pulley or a sprocket as shown. The drive-side rotational 
member 12 receives rotational force from a crank shaft of the 
engine via an unillustrated belt or chain. The driven-side 
rotational member 11 is ?xed on a cam shaft 10 via a bolt 14 
and is rotatable in unison with the drive-side rotational mem 
ber 12, to rotate the cam shaft 10, thus opening/closing an 
intake valve and/ or an exhaust valve of the engine. 

Between the drive-side rotational member 12 and the 
driven-side rotational member 11, there are formed cavities 2. 
Each cavity 2 is divided into two kinds of pressure chambers 
2A and 2B by means of a vane 13 acting as a movable partition 
therebetween. While the total capacity of the cavity remains 
?xed, as the position of the vane 13 is varied within the cavity, 
respective capacities of the two kinds of pressure chambers 
2A and 2B are varied correspondingly in a mutually compli 
mentary manner. And, in association with this change of 
capacities, the opening/closing timings of the intake valve 
and/ or exhaust valve for the piston-operating engine are 
changed. Incidentally, the partition between the pressure 
chamber 2A and the pressure chamber 2B is not limited to the 
vane 13 provided in the form of block shown in FIG. 2, but can 
be provided by a plate-like member, instead. 

In the instant embodiment, the phase displacing mecha 
nism as a whole rotates clockwise. FIG. 2 shows a condition 
of an intermediate locking phase that is set as being suitable 
for start of the internal combustion engine. This intermediate 
locking phase is set within an intermediate region between a 
most retarding phase where the relative phase of the driven 
side rotational member 11 relative to the drive-side rotational 
member 12 is most retarded and a most advancing phase 
where the relative phase of the driven-side rotational member 
11 relative to the drive-side rotational member is most 
advanced. And ?xedly maintained, i.e. locked, by a locking 
mechanism 6 to be described later. With the valve opening/ 
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6 
closing timing control apparatus of the present invention, at 
the time of stopping the engine, the relative phase between the 
drive-side rotational member 12 and the driven-side rota 
tional member 11 is displaced to this intermediate locking 
phase and maintained thereto by the locking mechanism 6. 
Therefore, at this intermediate locking phase condition, the 
engine can be started in a reliable manner. 

Incidentally, in the present invention, slightly on the retard 
ing side than this intermediate locking phase, there is set an 
intermediate restricting phase to be detailed later. At this 
intermediate restricting phase, during an idling condition of 
the engine after its start, improvement of emission perfor 
mance and torque increase can be achieved, as compared with 
the intermediate locking phase. 
Upon release of the lock by the locking mechanism 6 from 

the condition shown in FIG. 2 and if work ?uid is fed into the 
pressure chamber 2A and discharged from the pressure cham 
ber 2B, due to corresponding increase in the relative capacity 
of the pressure chamber 2A as compared to that of the other 
pressure chamber 2B, the phase of the drive-side rotational 
member 11 is controlled or displaced toward the retarding 
side relative to the drive-side rotational member 12. Con 
versely, if the work ?uid is fed into the pressure chamber 2B 
and discharged from the pressure chamber 2A, the phase of 
the drive-side rotational member 11 is controlled or displaced 
toward the advancing side relative to the drive-side rotational 
member 12. For this reason, in the following explanation of 
the present embodiment, the pressure chamber 2A will be 
referred to as an advancing chamber and the pressure cham 
ber 2B will be referred to as a retarding chamber, respectively. 
Further, in FIG. 1, a passage 21 communicating to the retard 
ing chamber 2A will be referred to as a retarding passage and 
a passage 22 communicating to the advancing chamber 2B 
will be referred to as an advancing passage, respectively. It 
should be noted here that the retarding chamber 2A and the 
advancing chamber 2B are not completely sealed, so that if an 
amount of work oil exceeding the respective capacity thereof 
is fed thereto, the excess amount of ?uid will leak to the 
outside of the phase displacing mechanism 1. An example of 
the work ?uid is engine oil and this leaking excess work ?uid 
or engine oil will be recovered together with an amount of 
work ?uid (engine oil) fed to the respective parts of the 
engine. 
Between the drive-side rotational member 12 and the 

driven-side rotational member 11, there is interposed a tor 
sion spring 3 as an “urging mechanism” for urging the phase 
displacing mechanism 1 in the direction toward the interme 
diate locking phase. This torsion spring 3 provides an urging 
force (phase displacement assisting torque) for urging the 
driven-side rotational member 11 in the advancing direction 
relative to the drive-side rotational member 12. Namely, the 
drive-side rotational member 11 tends to lag, in its displace 
ment, relative to the drive-side rotational member 12, due to 
resistance received from a valve spring of the intake valve or 
exhaust valve and/or from the phase displacing mechanism 1. 
The torsion spring 3 acts to restrict this lag, i.e. displacement 
of the phase toward the retarding side, more particularly, 
displacement of the phase toward the retarding side, in a 
region between the intermediate restricting phase and the 
most retarding phase and provides also a stopper function in 
the course of displacement from the intermediate locking 
phase to the intermediate restricting phase after start of the 
engine. 

Referring to FIG. 1, a hydraulic circuit 7 includes a ?rst 
pump 71 driven by the engine for effecting feeding of oil (this 
also is engine oil) as the work ?uid, a second pump 72, and a 
work oil reservoir 73 disposed between the ?rst pump 71 and 
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the second pump 72 and capable of reserving an amount of the 
Work oil. The second pump 72 is disposed on the downstream 
of the ?rst pump 71 and is driven by a poWer source separate 
from the engine for effecting feeding of the Work oil. In 
addition to the above, the hydraulic circuit 7 further includes 
a ?rst control valve 74 for controlling feeding of the Work oil 
to the pressure chambers 2, and a second control valve 75 for 
controlling feeding of the Work oil to the locking mechanism 
6. This hydraulic circuit 7 still further includes a control unit 
(ECU) 8 as a controlling means for controlling operations of 
the second pump 72, the ?rst control valve 74 and the second 
control valve 75. 

The control unit 8 receives signals from a sensor for detect 
ing a crank angle and a sensor for detecting an angular (rota 
tional) phase of a cam shaft. Based upon detection results of 
these sensors, the control unit 8 calculates a relative phase 
betWeen the driven-side rotational member 11 and the drive 
side rotational member 12 and calculates also a difference, if 
any, betWeen the calculated relative phase and the intermedi 
ate locking phase together With a direction of this displace 
ment (the advancing phase direction or retarding phase direc 
tion). And, the control unit 8 operates in such a manner that at 
the time of stopping engine, the relative phase betWeen the 
drive-side rotational member 12 and the driven-side rota 
tional member 11 may be displaced to the intermediate lock 
ing phase and then locked at this phase by the locking mecha 
nism 6. Further, the control unit 8 stores, Within its memory, 
optimum relative phases according respectively to various 
operational states of the engine, so that in accordance With 
each particular operational state (eg rotational speed of the 
engine, temperature of cooling Water) separately detected, an 
optimum relative phase therefor may be obtained. Therefore, 
this control unit 8 operates also to render the relative phase 
optimum for any particular operational state of the engine at 
that moment. Moreover, this control unit 8 further receives 
e.g. ON/OFF information of an ignition key, information 
from an oil leak sensor for detecting leak of the engine oil, etc. 

The ?rst pump 71 is a mechanically driven hydraulic pump 
driven as receiving the drive force of the crank shaft of the 
engine. In operation, this ?rst pump 71 draWs the Work oil 
reserved in an oil pan 76 via an inlet port and discharges this 
Work oil to the doWnstream side via a discharge port. This 
discharge port of the ?rst pump 71 is communicated via a 
?lter 77 to an engine lubricant section 78 and a Work oil 
reservoir 73. In this, it is noted that the engine lubricant 
section 78 includes all parts or components required for feed 
ing of the Work oil to the engine and its peripherals. 

Further, the second pump 72 is constructed as an electri 
cally driven pump driven by a poWer source different from the 
engine, in this case, the different poWer source being an 
electric motor inparticular. With this arrangement, the second 
pump 72 is rendered operable according to operation signals 
from the control unit 8, irrespectively or independently of 
Whatever operational state of the engine. In operation, this 
second pump 72 draWs the Work oil reserved in the Work oil 
reservoir 73 through its inlet port and discharges this Work oil 
to the doWnstream side through its discharge port. This dis 
charge port of the second pump 72 is communicated to the 
?rst control valve 74 and the second control valve 75. Further, 
the hydraulic circuit 7 includes a bypass passage 79 in parallel 
With the second pump 72, the bypass passage 79 being con 
?gured for establishing communication betWeen the passage 
on the upstream side of the second pump and the passage on 
the doWnstream side of the same This bypass passage 79 
incorporates therein a check valve 79a. 

The Work oil reservoir 73 is disposed betWeen the ?rst 
pump 71 and the second pump 72 and includes a reservoir 
chamber 73a capable of reserving a ?xed amount of Work oil. 
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8 
This Work oil reservoir 73 further includes a ?rst communi 
cation port 73a for communicating the reservoir chamber 73a 
to the passage doWnstream of the ?rst pump 71, a second 
communication port 73b provided at a loWer position than the 
?rst communication port 73a and con?gured for communi 
cating the reservoir chamber 73a to the passage upstream of 
the second pump 72, and a lubricant communication port 73d 
provided at a higher position than the ?rst communication 
port 73b and con?gured for communicating the reservoir 
chamber 73a to the engine lubricant section 78. And, the 
capacity of the reservoir chamber 73a of the Work oil reser 
voir 73 is set such that the capacity portion of its area that is 
loWer than the ?rst communication port 73b and higher than 
the second communication port 730 may be equal to or greater 
than the amount (volume) of Work oil needed to be fed by the 
second pump 72 under stopped state of the ?rst pump 71. 
Under the stopped state of the engine, namely, under the 

stopped condition of the ?rst pump 71 driven thereby, the 
second pump 72 effects feeding operation for feeding the 
Work oil to a ?uid pressure chamber 4 and the locking mecha 
nism 6. Accordingly, the capacity of the reservoir chamber 
73a of the Work oil reservoir 73 is set to be equal to or greater 
than an added-up capacity of the capacities of the ?uid pres 
sure chamber 4 and an engaging recess 51 of the locking 
mechanism 5 and the capacities of the pipes or the like 
extending from these components to the second pump 72. 
With this arrangement, under the stopped condition of the ?rst 
pump 71, the second pump 72, instead, can effect the dis 
placement of the relative phase betWeen the drive-side rota 
tional member 12 and the driven-side rotational member 11 to 
a target relative phase. 
As the ?rst control valve 74, it is possible to employ eg a 

variable electromagnetic spool valve con?gured to displace a 
spool slidably disposed Within a sleeve, against a spring, in 
response to poWer supply to a solenoid from the control unit 
8. This ?rst control valve 74 includes an advancing port 
communicated to the advancing passage 22, a retarding port 
communicated to the retarding passage 21, a feeding port 
communicated to the passage doWnstream of the second 
pump 72, and a drain port communicated to the oil pan 76. 
And, this ?rst control valve 74 is con?gured as a three-posi 
tion control valve capable of effecting three modes of control, 
namely, an advancing control in Which communications are 
established betWeen the advancing port to the feeding port, 
and betWeen the retarding port and the drain port, a retarding 
control in Which communications are established betWeen the 
retarding port an the feeding port and betWeen the advancing 
port and the drain port, and a hold control in Which the 
advancing port and the retarding port are closed. And, the ?rst 
control valve 74 executes the advancing control or the retard 
ing control under the operational control by the control unit 8. 
As the second control valve 75, it is possible to employ a 

variable electromagnetic spool valve, like the ?rst control 
valve 74. This second control valve 75 includes a lock port 
communicated to a locking passage 63 as the Work oil passage 
of the locking mechanism 6, a feeding port communicated to 
the passage doWnstream of the second pump 72, and a drain 
port communicated to the oil pan 76. And, this second control 
valve 75 is con?gured as a tWo-position control valve capable 
of executing tWo modes of control, namely, a lock releasing 
control in Which communication is established betWeen the 
locking port and the feeding port and a locking control in 
Which communication is established betWeen the restricting 
port and the drain port. And, the second control valve 75 
effects control of the locking mechanism 6 under the opera 
tional control of the control unit 8. The locking passage 63 
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interconnecting between this second control valve 75 and the 
locking mechanism 6 is independent of the passages inter 
connecting betWeen the advancing passage 22 or the retarding 
passage 21 formed inside the phase displacing mechanism 1 
to the ?rst control valve 75. So, the control operations for 
feeding/ discharging Work oil to/ from the locking mechanism 
6 can be done, independently of the control operations for 
feeding/ discharging Work oil to/from the retarding chamber 
2A or the advancing chamber 2B. 

The torsion spring 3, as shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 3, has its one 
end 311 ?xed to the drive-side rotational member 12 and its 
other end 3b that can come into contact With a contact face 
1511 Which is a lateral face along the axial direction of a radial 
opening 15 provided in the driven-side rotational member 11. 
Further, the leading end of the end 3b is inserted in a spring 
receiving recess 16 de?ned in the drive-side rotational mem 
ber 12 and extending along the radial direction. 

FIGS. 3 through 6 shoW transitions of the relative phase 
betWeen the drive-side rotational member 12 and the driven 
side rotational member 11. FIG. 3 shoWs the most retarding 
phase state, FIG. 4 shoWs an intermediate restricting phase 
state, FIG. 5 shoWs the intermediate locking phase state and 
FIG. 6 shoWs a most advancing phase state, respectively. That 
is to say, in association With clockWise rotation of the driven 
side rotational member 11 relative to the drive-side rotational 
member 12, there occurs transition from the most retarding 
phase, via the intermediate restricting phase and the interme 
diate locking phase, to the most advancing phase. 
As may be understood from the transition diagram of these 

relative phases, the torsion spring 3 is con?gured to provide 
its urging force for urging the driven-side rotational member 
11 toWard the advancing side, only in the pre-de?ned limited 
range from the most retarding phase to the intermediate 
restricting phase. In other Words, the effective range of the 
urging force 3 is from the relative phase betWeen the driven 
side rotational member 11 and the drive-side rotational mem 
ber 12 being at the most retarding phase (see FIG. 3) to the 
relative phase being substantially at the intermediate restrict 
ing phase (see FIG. 4). And, only in this urging force effective 
range, the leading end of the end 3b of the torsion spring 3 
comes into contact With the contact face 15a to urge the 
driven-side rotational member 11 in the advancing direction. 
HoWever, at this intermediate restricting phase, the leading 
end of the end 3b of the torsion spring 3 comes into contact 
With a stopper face 16a of the spring receiving recess 16, thus 
inhibiting any further urging of the driven-side rotational 
member 11. Therefore, during the transition of the relative 
phase beyond the intermediate restricting phase via the inter 
mediate locking phase (see FIG. 5) to the most advancing 
phase (see FIG. 6), the urging force provided by the torsion 
spring 3 to the driven-side rotational member 11 becomes 
Zero. This relationship betWeen the relative phase and the 
urging force of the torsion spring 3 is illustrated in the graph 
in FIG. 7. 

Further, as illustrated also in FIG. 7, in this embodiment, as 
the torsion spring 3, there is selected a torsion spring having 
such strong enough spring characteristics that the minimal 
urging force of this torsion spring 3 in the above-described 
urging force effective range may exceed the displacing force 
in the retarding direction provided by the phase displacing 
mechanism 1 When fed With the Work oil at the minimum 
pressure by the ?rst pump 71 driven by the engine. With 
employment of the torsion spring 3 having such strong spring 
characteristics, the transition of the relative phase from the 
most retarding phase to the intermediate restricting phase 
may proceed speedily, thank to the strong assisting force 
provided by the torsion spring 3. Also, the transition of the 
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10 
relative phase from the advancing phase to the intermediate 
locking phase and the further transition of the same to the 
intermediate restricting phase may proceed speedily by the 
cam reaction force and the hydraulic force of the second 
pump 72 Which is activated When needed, since in these 
displacement ranges, the urging force of the torsion spring 3 
is not effective. Further, With the force in the retarding phase 
direction With the minimal pressure by the ?rst pump 1 at the 
time of eg idling, it is dif?cult, because of the strong spring 
force of the torsion spring 3, for this force to maintain the 
relative phase in the retarding region from the intermediate 
restricting phase. Therefore, in the case of the displacement in 
the retarding phase direction beyond the intermediate restrict 
ing phase, the hydraulic force of the second pump 72 is 
utiliZed as an assisting force. Moreover, since the strong 
spring force of this torsion spring 3 provides a stopper effect 
at the intermediate restricting phase, in case the relative phase 
is displaced from the intermediate locking phase to the inter 
mediate restricting phase, the phase retention at the interme 
diate restricting phase is made easy. 
The locking mechanism 6 for locking the relative phase 

betWeen the drive-side rotational member 12 and the driven 
side rotational member 11 to the intermediate locking phase 
includes, as shoWn in FIG. 2, a retarding locking portion 6A 
and an advancing locking portion 6B both provided in the 
drive-side rotational member 12, and a locking recess 12 
formed in the drive-side rotational member 11 at a part of its 
outermost peripheral face. The retarding locking portion 6A 
for restricting phase displacement toWard the retarding side 
and the advancing locking portion 6B for restricting phase 
displacement toWard the advancing side each includes a lock 
ing piece 60A, 40B supported on the drive-side rotational 
member 12 to be slidable in the radial direction and a spring 
61 protruding to urge the respective locking piece 60A, 40B 
in the radially inner direction. The locking recess 62 extends 
along the peripheral direction of the driven-side rotational 
member 11 and is formed not as a ones-stepped recess receiv 
ing the locking piece 60A, 60B, but as a tWo-stepped recess 
having a retaining recess 62A for providing the locking func 
tion as its original function and a restriction assisting retain 
ing recess 6211 having a shalloWer engaging depth for engage 
ment With the locking piece 6011 than the retaining recess 
62A. The restriction assisting retaining recess 62a extends in 
the advancing direction from the most advancing side end of 
the retaining recess 62M and its peripheral length corre 
sponds to the distance betWeen the intermediate restricting 
phase and the intermediate locking phase. That is to say, as 
may be apparent from FIGS. 2 and 4, the position Where the 
locking piece 60A comes into contact With the end of the 
restriction assisting retaining recess 62a constitutes the inter 
mediate restricting phase. Further, the bottom faces of the 
retaining recess 62A, the restriction assisting retaining recess 
62a and a second assisting retaining recess 26b extend sub 
stantially parallel With the outermost peripheral face of the 
drive-side rotational member 11. Incidentally, the shapes of 
the locking pieces 60A, 60B can be appropriately selected 
from such shapes as a plate-like shape, a pin-like shape, and 
the like. 

In operation, the retarding locking portion 6A inhibits dis 
placement of the driven-side rotational member 11 from the 
intermediate locking phase toWard the retarding phase side 
relative to the drive-side rotational member 12 by engaging 
the retarding locking piece 60A into the retaining recess 62M. 
And inhibits also displacement of the driven-side rotational 
member 11 toWard the retarding phase side by bringing the 
retarding locking piece 60A into engagement With the restric 
tion assisting retaining recess 62a. On the other hand, the 
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advancing locking portion 6B inhibits relative rotation of the 
driven-side rotational member 11 relative to the drive-side 
rotational member 12 from the intermediate locking phase 
toWard the advancing side by bringing the advancing locking 
piece 60B into engagement With the locking recess 62. 

The Width of the retaining recess 62M that is deeper than 
the restriction assisting retaining recess 62a is set to be sub 
stantially equal to the distance betWeen lateral faces of the 
retarding locking piece 60A and the advancing locking piece 
60B Which lateral faces are remote from each other in the 
peripheral direction of the driven- side rotational member 11. 
Therefore, as shoWn in FIG. 2 and FIG. 5, by simultaneously 
engaging both the retarding locking piece 60A and the 
advancing locking piece 60B into the retaining recess 62M, 
the relative phase betWeen the driven- side rotational member 
11 and the drive-side rotational member 12 can be restricted 
to the intermediate locking phase having substantially Zero 
Width, i.e. the so-called locked state. 

Incidentally, the locking recess 62 is communicated to the 
locking passage 63 formed in the driven-side rotational mem 
ber 11 and this locking passage 63 is connected to the second 
control valve 75 of the hydraulic circuit 7. In operation, When 
the Work oil is fed from the second control valve 75 via the 
locking passage 63 into the locking recess 62, the pair of 
locking pieces 60A and 60B Which have been engaged Within 
the locking recess 62 Will be retracted toWard the drive-side 
rotational member 12 until the leading ends thereof reach 
positions slightly radially more outWard than the outermost 
peripheral face of the driven-side rotational member 11. With 
this, the locked state betWeen the drive-side rotational mem 
ber 12 and the driven-side rotational member 11 is released, 
thus allowing displacement of the relative phase. 

With the valve opening/closing timing control apparatus 
described above, based upon result of phase detection indica 
tive of Which of the advancing or retarding phase the relative 
phase betWeen the drive-side rotational member 12 and the 
driven-side rotational member 11 is located relative to the 
intermediate locking phase, this relative phase can be 
returned to and locked at the intermediate locking phase at the 
time of stopping the engine. As the phase is located at the 
intermediate locking phase at the time of engine stop, the 
engine can be re-started reliably at the intermediate locking 
phase suitable for starting the engine. 

Next, examples of the control operations effected by the 
valve opening/closing timing control apparatus at the time of 
engine start and engine stop Will be described. 

(Start Control) 
Normally, the phase is locked at the intermediate locking 

phase at the time of starting the engine. So, before an ON 
operation of the ignition key, the phase displacing mechanism 
1 is under the locked state Wherein the phase is restricted as 
being locked to the intermediate locking phase by the locking 
mechanism 6. Further, the ?rst control valve 74 is located at 
its neutral position and the feeding/discharging of the Work 
oil to/ from the advancing chamber 2B and the retarding 
chamber 2A are stopped. Then, When engine start is 
instructed With an ON operation of the ignition key, a crank 
ing operation by a starter motor is effected. With this, the 
engine is started and the ?rst pump 71 is rotated to alloW 
feeding of the Work oil to the advancing chamber 2B and the 
retarding chamber 2A (#20). Further, the control unit 8 oper 
ates the ?rst control valve 74 to ?ll both the retarding chamber 
2A and the advancing chamber 2B With the Work oil (#21). 
Simultaneously thereWith, the control unit controls the sec 
ond control valve 75 to discharge the Work oil from the 
locking mechanism 6 (#22). With this discharging of Work oil 
of the locking mechanism 6, at the time of engine start, the 
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12 
locking mechanism 6 is retained to the locked state by the 
force of the spring 61. Once the engine has started (#23) and 
enters idling rotation, the process checks Whether a stepping 
on operation of the accelerator pedal has been effected or not 
(#24). If not stepping-on operation of the accelerator pedal 
has been effected (“NO” branching at #24), the process fur 
ther checks Whether a predetermined period: (t) has lapsed or 
not (#25). This period: (t) is also a period When emission 
improvement in the intermediate restricting phase can be 
expected after engine start. So, this period (t) is selected 
preferably from 20 seconds to 30 seconds, depending on the 
Water temperature of the engine cooling Water. If the prede 
termined period: (t) has not yet lapsed after the engine start 
(“NO” branching at #25), the process jumps to step #24 to 
repeat the foregoing procedure. In case it Was found at step 
#24 that a stepping-on operation of the accelerator pedal Was 
effected (“YES” branching at step #24) or it Was found at step 
#25 that the predetermined period (t) had lapsed after the 
engine start (“YES” branching at step #25), the second con 
trol valve 75 is operated to feed the Work oil to the locking 
mechanism 6 (#26). With this feeding of the Work oil to the 
locking mechanism 6, the locked state of the locking mecha 
nism 6 is released. Upon this release of the locked state, the 
relative phase is displaced by the cam reaction force to the 
phase retarding direction and When the phase has reached the 
intermediate restricting phase, under the effect of the strong 
resistance from the torsion spring 3, the relative phase is 
maintained in the proximity of the intermediate restricting 
phase. The process checks Whether this has been done or not 
(#27), if, for some reason, the relative phase is currently off 
the intermediate restricting phase, the control unit 8 operates 
the ?rst control valve 24 to effect feeding of the Work oil to the 
advancing chamber 2B and the retarding chamber 2A appro 
priately, thus adjusting the relative phase to the intermediate 
restricting phase (#28). Once this intermediate restricting 
phase is maintained, the starting control is terminated and the 
process goes on to the normal driving control. 

(Stopping Control) 
An example of the controlling operation executed by the 

valve opening/closing timing control apparatus at the time of 
stopping the engine Will be explained With reference to the 
?owchart in FIG. 5. This stopping control process is initiated 
upon issuance of request for engine stopping by an OFF 
operation of the ignition key. At the time of OFF operation of 
the ignition key, in general, the engine is under its idling 
rotation. So, With the OFF operation of the ignition key, its 
rotational speed begins to decrease toWard the stop state. 

First, upon initiation of the stopping control, the control 
unit 8 activates the second control valve 75 for discharging the 
Work oil from the locking mechanism 6 and lets the move 
ments of the locking pieces 60A and 60B of the locking 
mechanism 6 subjected to the force of the spring 61 in this 
projecting direction (#01). In order to compensate for subse 
quent reduction in the oil pressure due to the stop of the ?rst 
pump 71 associated With the engine stop, the second pump 72 
is started (#02). Then, based on signals from the sensor for 
detecting the crank angle and the sensor for detecting an 
angular phase of the cam shaft, the control unit 8 obtains a 
current relative phase (“current relative phase”) and executes 
a control operation corresponding to a difference betWeen this 
current relative phase and the intermediate locking phase 
(#03). 

If the current relative phase is located in the retarding 
range, the process executes the advancing control for operat 
ing the ?rst control valve 74 to feed the Work oil to the 
advancing chamber 2B and to discharge the Work oil from the 
retarding chamber 2A (#04). Incidentally, as this operation is 
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executed generally While the engine is under the idling con 
dition, there is high possibility that the relative phase is 
located in the proximity of the most retarding phase. In this 
advancing control, the force tending to displace the phase 
toWard the intermediate locking phase as the locking position 
comprises the spring force of the torsion spring 3 and the 
hydraulic force of the second pump 72 and the fore resistant 
to this comprises the cam reaction force and viscosity reactive 
force in case the oil has high viscous load. So, there is a very 
strong force tending to displace the phase toWard the inter 
mediate locking phase, so that the phase Will be returned to 
the intermediate locking phase speedily. At the initial stage of 
the advancing control, the advancing locking piece 60A 
Which Was engaged in advance into the retaining recess 62A 
Will come into contact With the retarding side end of the 
retaining recess 62M When the advancing locking piece 60B 
is returned to the intermediate locking phase. Similarly, at the 
initial stage, the retarding locking piece 60A Which Was 
pressed against the surface of the driven-side rotational mem 
ber 11 Will pass the bottom face of the restriction assisting 
retaining recess 62a and engage into the retaining recess 62M 
upon returning to the intermediate locking phase and come 
into contact With the advancing side end of the retaining 
recess 62M. 

In case the current relative phase is located in the interme 
diate locking phase region, the retaining control Will be 
executed. In this retaining control, the ?rst control valve 74 
may be set to the neutral position and the second pump too can 
be stopped at this stage (#05). If the current relative phase is 
located in the intermediate locking phase region, this is a 
situation Where either the retarding locking piece 60A or the 
advancing locking piece 60B is engaged Within the retaining 
recess 62M or Where both the retarding locking piece 60A and 
the advancing locking piece 60B are engaged in the retaining 
recess 62M. In the case of the latter situation Where both the 
retarding locking piece 60A and the advancing locking piece 
60B are engaged in the retaining recess 62M, the locking state 
is completed already. Whereas, in the case of the former 
situation Where either one of the retarding locking piece 60A 
and the advancing locking piece 60B is engaged in the retain 
ing recess 62M, the displacement Width of the relative dis 
placement is only the length of the retaining recess 62M. 
Therefore, even if the ?rst control valve 74 and the second 
control valve 75 are set to the neutral position, the relative 
phase Will be returned to the intermediate locking phase by 
the spring force of the torsion spring 3 and/ or the cam reaction 
force, so that both the retarding locking piece 60A and the 
advancing locking piece 60B Will be engaged into the retain 
ing recess 62M. 

If the current relative phase is located in the advancing 
region, then, the process executes a retarding control in Which 
the ?rst control valve 74 is operated to feed Work oil to the 
retarding chamber 2A and to discharge Work oil from the 
advancing chamber 2B (#06). This situation is apt to occur in 
such case When an OFF operation of the ignition key is 
effected While the engine is not under the idling state. In this 
retarding control, the force for displacement toWard the inter 
mediate locking phase comprises not only the hydraulic force 
provided by the second pump 72, but also the cam reaction 
force or the viscosity reaction force in the case of high oil 
viscous load, While the spring force of the torsion spring 3 is 
not involved. Therefore, the relative phase Will be returned to 
the intermediate locking phase speedily. 

After execution of one of the controls of the advancing 
control (#04), the retaining control (#05) and the retarding 
control (#06) based upon the detection result of the current 
relative phase, the process ?rst checks Whether a period of 1 
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(one) second has lapsed or not (#07). If the one-second period 
has not lapsed (“NO” branching at #07), the process further 
checks Whether the current relative phase has returned to the 
intermediate locking phase or not (#08). If it is found that the 
current relative phase has returned to the intermediate locking 
phase and the phase is locked thereto (“YES” branching at 
#08), then, an engine stopping process is executed (#09). 
Then, the process goes on to execute completing processes 
such as stopping of the second pump 72, the ?rst control valve 
74, the second control valve 74 (#12). At step #07, if the 
one-second period has lapsed before the current relative 
phase returns to the intermediate locking phase (“YES” 
branching at #07), the process effects an engine stopping 
operation (#10) and then effects checking of the one-second 
period lapse (#11). That is, after giving the alloWable exten 
sion period of one-second (“YES” branching at #11), the 
process jumps to step #12 to effect the completing process. 

OTHER EMBODIMENTS 

(1) In the description of the foregoing embodiment With 
reference to the accompanying ?gures, there is provided the 
restriction assisting retaining recess 62a corresponding to the 
intermediate restricting phase of the locking mechanism 6. 
HoWever, as normally the intermediate restricting position 
can be maintained by the stopper effect of the torsion spring 
3 and the cam reaction force, the restriction assisting retaining 
recess 6211 can be omitted. It should be noted, hoWever, that 
since this restriction assisting retaining recess 62a and the 
assisting recess extending from the retarding side end of the 
retaining recess 62M toWard the retarding side are convenient 
for the displacement process to the intermediate locking 
phase during the stopping control, according to one preferred 
mode of embodiment of the valve opening/closing timing 
control apparatus, not only the restricting assisting retaining 
recess 62a, but also the above-described further assisting 
retaining recess are formed on the opposed sides of the retain 
ing recess 62A. 

(2) In the description of the foregoing embodiment, the 
minimal urging force of the torsion spring 3 is set to exceed 
the displacing force in the retarding phase direction of the 
phase displacing mechanism 1 fed With the Work ?uid at the 
minimal pressure by the ?rst pump 71, so that a stronger 
urging force than the convention could be utiliZed. This is 
because in addition to the engine-driven ?rst pump 71, the 
electrically driven second pump 72 too Was provided so that 
the assisting force of this second pump 72 enabled displace 
ment of the relative phase to the retarding phase side against 
the torsion spring 3. Therefore, in case the minimal urging 
force of the torsion spring 3 is set to be Weaker than the 
displacing force to the retarding direction by the phase dis 
placing mechanism 1 fed With the Work oil at the minimal 
pressure by the ?rst pump 71, the second pump 72 can be 
omitted. Conversely, in case the arrangement does not permit 
use of the second pump 72, the invention can still be imple 
mented by setting the minimal urging force of the torsion 
spring 3 Weaker than the displacing force to the retarding 
direction by the phase displacing mechanism 1 fed With the 
Work oil at the minimal pressure by the ?rst pump 71. Even 
When the urging force of the torsion spring 3 is decreased, in 
the course of displacement from the intermediate locking 
phase to the intermediate restricting phase, there is provided, 
at the intermediate restricting phase, the stopper effect due to 
the resistance of the torsion spring 3, so the retention of the 
relative phase in the intermediate restricting region can be 
accomplished smoothly. 
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

The present invention, as embodied as a valve opening/ 
closing timing control apparatus capable of allowing smooth 
displacement of the relative phase, after engine start at the 
intermediate locking phase, from this intermediate locking 
phase to the intermediate restricting phase that is a phase 
slightly displaced therefrom in the retarding direction, is 
applicable as a peripheral device for various types of engine. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A valve opening/closing timing control apparatus com 

prising: 
a phase displacing mechanism for displacing relative phase 

betWeen a drive-side rotational member rotatable in syn 
chronism With a crank shaft of an internal combustion 
engine and a driven-side rotational member arranged 
coaxially relative to the drive-side rotational member 
and rotatable in unison With a cam shaft for opening/ 
closing at least one of an intake valve and an exhaust 
valve of the internal combustion engine, by feeding/ 
discharging a Work ?uid to/ from each one of tWo kinds 
of pressure chambers Whose capacities are variable in 
complementing manner With each other by means of a 
movable partition; 

a locking mechanism capable of locking saidrelative phase 
to an intermediate locking phase suitable for starting the 
internal combustion engine and releasing this lock by a 
Work ?uid When needed; 

an urging mechanism con?gured to provide an urging 
function for urging said phase displacing mechanism 
toWard an advancing side in a restricted range betWeen 
an intermediate restricting phase located more on the 
retarding side than said intermediate locking phase and 
a most retarding phase; and 
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Wherein said locking mechanism includes: 
a ?rst locking piece and a second locking piece Which are 

provided on one of said drive-side rotational member 
and said driven-side rotational member in a spaced apart 
relationship in the phase displacing direction; 

a retaining recess provided in the other rotational member 
for alloWing insertion therein of said ?rst locking piece 
and said second locking piece so as to lock said relative 
phase; and 

a restriction assisting retaining recess having opposed ends 
and having a shalloWer depth than said retaining recess 
at an advancing side end thereof and con?gured for 
alloWing relative displacement of said ?rst locking piece 
in the retarding direction in a region from said interme 
diate locking phase to said intermediate restricting 
phase. 

2. The valve opening/closing timing control apparatus 
according to claim 1, Wherein upon lapse of a predetermined 
period subsequent to the start of the internal combustion 
engine at said intermediate locking phase, said relative phase 
is displaced to said intermediate restricting phase. 

3. The valve opening/ closing opening timing control appa 
ratus according to any one of claim 1, further comprising: 

a ?rst pump driven by said internal combustion engine for 
feeding Work ?uid to said phase displacing mechanism; 

a second pump driven by a drive source different from said 
internal combustion engine for feeding Work ?uid to said 
phase displacing mechanism; and 

Wherein a minimal urging force of said urging mechanism 
betWeen said intermediate restricting phase and the mo st 
retarding phase is set so as to override the displacing 
force toWard the retarding phase side provided by said 
phase displacing mechanism fed With the Work ?uid at a 
minimal pressure from said ?rst pump. 

* * * * * 


